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In a recent Ted Talk video that I
viewed regarding the act of volunteering, the speaker,
Ken White, a leading events and strategic planning
business advisor, talked about how volunteering
nationwide over the past eight years has declined
dramatically. He listed the four main reasons that
people who do volunteer give for their commitment of
time and resources to different causes:
1. To do good
2. To feel good
3. To meet people
4. To learn or share skills.
He suggested that all of us should be selfish and go full
steam toward the reward(s) listed that speak to us
personally. While presented in a different way, his
research lines up with previous research that has
shown that people don’t volunteer because of the work
that is needed to be done, but rather why that work is
important to them personally.
The 4-H program nationwide is based on adult
volunteers mentoring and teaching youth life skills.
Without the volunteers, the program wouldn’t exist. A
structure of organizational, project, activity, and
Leaders’ Association officers create a sustainable
foundation for youth to have equal access, at minimal
cost, to positive youth development opportunities in
Continued on Page 2...
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afterschool settings.
While projects such as Lego Robotics,
Astronomy, Art, Drama, Dog Agility, and
Woodworking are fun, they are simply the venue
through which life skills such as teamwork,
independent thinking, emotional management,
and problem-solving are taught. The mentoring
component cannot be overrated. The Search
Institute, which researches youth developmental
assets, lists these asset elements that youth
program leaders provide:


Expression of care



Growth challenges



Support



The sharing of power



The expanding of possibilities
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It was an opportunity for them to learn, play, and
eat together.
I encourage others to be selfish and to feed
their personal needs of giving, meeting people,
and sharing/learning skills. Volunteering doesn’t
have to be with 4-H Youth Development, but certainly the experience, care, and expertise you
have, is always welcome in the program. For
more information on 4-H or other youth program
volunteering, call me at the UW-Extension office
or visit the Wisconsin UW-Extension website at
https://4h.uwex.edu/.
Master
Gardener Volunteers

The greater the percentage and strength of
various developmental assets youth possess; the
more likely they are to succeed in life. 4-H
volunteers are certified through the UW-Extension
office. They are provided with ongoing guidance
on how to strengthen their mentoring asset
elements and provide developmentally
appropriate programs.
National Volunteer Appreciation Week was
April 15-21st and the UW-Extension 4-H Office
celebrated with a volunteer appreciation night
complete with a dinner, fun photography project
session, and a short video. The appreciation night
was simply a way to help volunteers take care of
their own growth needs.
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Community & Economic
Development

Developing our Community
By Myles Alexander
Community, Natural Resources &
Economic Development Educator
UW-Extension Oneida County

When wandering the
Internet, following one link to
another, one can sometimes
feel life slipping away. Sometimes,
though, there is a life giving blog post at
the end. That is how I discovered the
Australian Graeme Stuart who writes
about community development. His
recently updated article “Bottom-up
community development” reminded me
of how best to approach my work
(https://
sustainingcommunity.wordpress.com/20
14/08/27/bottom-up/). These are some
of the quotes he featured.
“You cannot waltz into a community and fix
the world…. no matter how well you can
dance” (Melinda Jurd, a speech pathology
student doing an elective on community
engagement). Melinda’s words remind me of a
business leadership article I read last week. The
author wrote about the difficult transition from
being an expert to managing experts. Subject
matter expertise matters little when one
becomes a supervisor. The ability to facilitate
the experts’ success is what now matters.
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help the people they serve build
relationships, especially in the
neighborhood or community where
they live and work to remove barriers
so the people they serve have a real
opportunity to become producers and
not just program recipients. We need
everyone’s gifts to build strong
communities not more programs.
I often encourage people to make connections
between ideas and pieces of information.
Duncan got me thinking about what relationships
people may need that I can help build. Where do
you see the need for Oneida County people,
informal groups and organizations to be
connected?
The final point I took from the post is in a
single sentence from Terry D. Bergdall in a 2012
book chapter about Asset Based Community
Development, “Communities drive their own
development; catalysts facilitate the process.”
My job is not to develop Oneida County
communities. My job is to catalyze, to facilitate
your community development process.
Let’s start a conversation about what
community development processes in Oneida
County I ought to catalyze and what relationships
we need to build. That can be a face-to-face
conversation or virtual, at my Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/myles.oneida.3.

Stuart next quoted a post by Dan Duncan on
the LinkedIn Community Engagement discussion
board.
People do not need programs to
improve their lives. . . . What people
need are an increasing number of
positive relationships and activities to
help them become producers of their
own and their community’s well-being.
The best work nonprofits can do is to
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Master Gardener

Spring time and Phenology Events
By Merry Lehner
UW-Extension Office Support and Master Gardener Volunteer

One of our Master
Gardener Volunteer interns
just gave a presentation on
Phenology. On what? Yes,
that is what others in the class asked. She
proceeded to inform them what phenology is and
gave a very informative and interesting summary
on the subject. Phenology is the study of seasonal
natural phenomena or biological events we
witness in the plant and animal world. It is marked
by events such as when a plant flowers, buds, or
starts leafing. It can be witnessed in animals
through their hibernation periods, when they
reproduce or when they migrate.

over the world that farmers and wildlife
biologists have observed. Since weather can be
unpredictable these phenological events, when
used as a guideline, can help gardeners know the
best time to plant their seeds.
Our Master Gardener student used the Lilac as
an example because its bloom is a common
phenological indicator. For example, farmers
know it is the right time to plant beets, carrots,
cole crops, lettuce, and spinach when the lilac is
in full bloom. There is a UW-Extension Wisconsin
Horticulture Publication on Phenology; please
see this link to read about more examples:
https://hort.uwex.edu/articles/phenology/
It is a little late in the year, but there is also
2018 Wisconsin Wildlife Phenology calendar
available at: https://www.aldoleopold.org/
store/2018-phenology-calendar/

So if you have peas to plant, wait until the
forsythia blooms. Do not plant potatoes until the
first dandelion blooms. And the best time to
plant bean, cucumber and squash seeds is when
the lilac is in full bloom!
Happy planting and enjoy our late spring of
2018.

Naturalists who study phenology observe the
timing of specific biological events and how they
related to changes in the seasons and weather.
Scientists do so to learn more about life cycles and
changes in the environment. It is the study of
annual events in nature that are influenced by
seasonal changes. It is a combination of science
and what farmers since the beginning of time have
observed as predictable events. Examples are
when the first bloom of a specific flower occurs,
the return of the Sandhill cranes, or the first songs
of spring peepers. There are many such events all
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